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unity's serial number feature allows you to assign a unique serial number to any license. this is how
the editor knows which version of the editor you have access to in order to protect your project from
accidentally editing another user's project. it can be used to easily reset a key or reactivate a
license, and it is required for some builds, such as the ark and gamemaker builds. for a machine
learning project, you can create the machine learning models that you train for mobile app usage,
ar/vr, and games. you can also create the models that can be used for machine learning use in other
projects. unity pro offers the option to buy unity pro assets and add them to your project assets.
these assets are available in the asset store. upon purchasing unity assets, you will get an asset key.
this key is used to verify the purchase. unity is an open source project and community, and we do
not offer a way to link to an active license key if the serial number for your license is unknown. if
your license key is unknown, there are a few things you can do: contact the unity customer support
team and provide them with the email address linked to your seat and they can check the license
key for you. contact details: http://support.unity3d.com you can also visit the my account page , click
on 'seat' and then click 'edit' next to your license key. this will allow you to re-enter your license key,
if necessary, to resolve the problem. if you subscribe to the pro version of unity, you are purchasing
a subscription and not a license. therefore you cannot change or transfer your license to another
person or revoke it if you change your mind.
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i have an iphone 6 and a windows 10 computer, and both had this problem but only on one of them. i
tried a few solutions such as repairing unity or installing both unity-patched-5.12.2 and unity-5.2,
none of those worked for me. when i ran unity --reset, i got this and it didn't work either: it seems

that something is preventing unity from finding my game's "assets" folder. i used unity --reset and it
says it can't find my "assets" folder, but if i use unity --reset with a project in the projects folder it

works fine. i also tried copying my project's assets folder into a new folder and placing it in the
projects folder, but it still didn't work. i also tried making a new project, copying my assets folder into
the new project, and then opening the new project, but it still didn't work. i have tried updating my
unity version to 5.12.2, i've tried re-installing unity, i have tried using unity 5.11.1 and unity 5.0. i
have also tried disabling my "auto build" feature, but nothing works. i tried reinstalling my android
studio, but it didn't help. i am new to android development. i am just playing around with the code
and developing a simple game on my own. i have spent hours trying to solve this problem. i really

need help! i'm trying to build a project with android studio, it keeps throwing an error, unkown
language intellij idea community edition. i've tried reinstalling and resetting unity. i've also tried

deleting the project completely, and then recreating it. but i still get the error. any help? i am having
problems with a first person shooter game i am making. it crashes on startup, even if the game runs
fine on start. i have installed the unity launcher. i have tried reinstalling it and running unity --reset,

neither of which worked. any ideas on how to fix this? 5ec8ef588b
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